Abstract. Path planning is an important way to alleviate traffic congestion, but the traditional path planning algorithm can only tell us the shortest distance path. Meanwhile, the traffic information is dynamic and changes over time, so the initial optimal path is likely to be invalid when traffic conditions change. A dynamic energy saving path planning algorithm (DESPP) based on real-time traffic information is proposed in this paper, which can plan the energy saving path for driver dynamically. A dynamic road network model is designed to reflect the actual traffic condition, and then an extended Dijkstra algorithm is elaborated, by setting the fuel consumption for the calculation of weight, changing the storage structure of road data, and using the improved quick sort algorithm to sort the weights, so that fast search to the adjacent node can be realized, then the dynamic energy saving path planning algorithm (DESPP) will be obtained. The simulation results show that DESPP algorithm is able to get the energy saving path correctly and effectively. It reduces about 15.19% of the total fuel consumption compared with the traditional Dijkstra algorithm. The DESPP algorithm can be applied in finding energy saving path for navigation system, which is more suitable for the actual need of drivers.
Introduction
With the quick development of urban traffic, traffic congestion has become a serious social problem, which directly leads to increasing fuel consumption and serious environmental pollution. Path planning is to find a path from the starting point to the terminal point in a particular network according to some evaluation standards (such as the shortest or the fastest, etc), which is an important way to solve traffic congestion and save fuel consumption. Traditional path planning algorithm can only solve the static shortest path problem[1,2], due to not considering the real-time road conditions such as traffic jams, accidents, etc., the shortest path is not the optimal path. Therefore, many scholars have carried out extensive research on the path planning problem [3~6] , and made some progress, but mainly focused on solving the shortest path or the shortest time, the research on energy saving path planning is very little. With the consideration of reducing fuel consumption, this paper based on Internet of Vehicles (IoVs) environment, access to the real-time traffic information, changes the traditional problem that find the shortest path into find the most efficient path. Taking into account the two conditions of the vehicle: Travel on the road segments and delay at intersections, a road network model is designed to reflect actual traffic state, we improved the traditional Dijkstra algorithm, and proposed the dynamic energy saving path planning algorithm(DESPP), simulation experiment is designed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
y o a large number of 0 and elements in the adjacency matrix, computational efficiency and storage efficiency will be affected. Thus, we uses the adjacency list to store the network topology, at the same time, use an auxiliary bidirectional circulation linked list to store the adjacent node that remains to be sorted. Fast realization of weight sorting. The key of Dijkstra algorithm is to select the smallest weight segmental arc from the nodes. In the traditional Dijkstra algorithm, adjacency node disorderly storage in an unordered list, if the weight of its adjacent node is not made any treatment, it needs to scan cycle several times to get the minimum weight arcs, this will reduce the efficiency of the algorithm. If the related adjacent node are sorted according to the weight, we can obtain the node of conform requirements in one cycle, which can improve the efficiency of the algorithm. In this paper, the weights are sorted by the improved quick sorting algorithm, then the optimization of related adjacent node is achieved, and the search time of the algorithm is reduced.
The Repeat the above steps until k=l. Then, use recursive method to quickly sort the sub sequences, when the length of the array is less than a certain value, the recursion is stopped. Although such a quick sort after the end did not achieve the desired goal, but it has a certain initial sequence, can be used direct insertion sort algorithm. At the same time, using the method of set up signs to have ordered or is the same data sorting judgments. If in the process of scanning, there is no exchange of data occurred, indicating that the sequence has been ordered, so that the completion of the order. Based on the above, the improve steps are as follows: Let Z be the permanent mark node collection, M is the adjacency node collection of the nodes that has marked; N stores the sorting nodes; dist[t] is the shortest path length from source s to the node t; is the shortest path's forerunner node from s to the t; d ij is the distance from node i to node j. 
4) Search M[Z]-Z, and store in N[], designate the minimum value of dist[t] in M[Z]-Z, and store in
Z, . 5) If all nodes have marked, then the algorithm terminate, otherwise changes over to the second step and continues to carry out, until all nodes gather in Z. Based on the above content, the dynamic energy saving path planning algorithm (DESPP) based on real-time traffic information is obtained, as shown in Fig.2 . Fig. 2 The flow chart of dynamic energy saving path planning algorithm 
